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ADVANCES IN CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT OF
CONNECTION-ORIENTED NETWORKS
INTRODUCTION
The demand for applications using guaranteed
bandwidth such as video-on-demand, multiplayer
gaming, and grid computing is reviving interest
in advance and on-the-fly resource reservation
schemes across large geographically distributed
networks. Earlier attempts did not catch on for a
number of reasons, notably lack of business
incentives on the part of the service providers.
Most notably, providers lack efficient accounting
and charging architectures to be assured that a
bandwidth service (transaction) is actually paid
by the customer, be it a research organization or
a home user. The dynamic resource manage-
ment required to facilitate efficient service trad-
ing in a large-scale environment presents a great
challenge and will be the critical issue before it
is deployed into commercial operation.
Recently, however, the user’s interest in
dynamic bandwidth provision has evolved into a
more generic need for dynamic provision of
physical network resources, that is, raw infra-
structure, including links, switches, and IP router
equipment. Two observable trends have
emerged. First, large international corporations
as well as municipal offices are acquiring or leas-
ing fiber and switches to build their own net-
works, similar to the L1VPN concept [1]. By
acquiring their own physical infrastructure, the
customers become empowered to create their
specialized network infrastructures, with cus-
tomized service provision decoupled from the
physical topology. Second, various government
supported research initiatives, such as UCLPv2,
are based on the premise that for networking
research to advance it is important that
researchers be able to create multiple parallel
topologies over the same physical infrastructure
and experiment with packet delivery systems
beyond the current Internet [2, 3]. To reach the
vision of the next-generation Internet, the first
step is to provide mechanisms to dynamically
partition the physical network infrastructure into
parallel networks, each running their own proto-
cols and services.
With increasing numbers and types of
resources included in the process of dynamic
partition and acquisition, questions of resource
discovery and trading as well as user authoriza-
tion for resource usage has become a challenge.
In this article we address this challenge and pro-
pose a resource trading architecture applicable
in both connection-oriented and connection-less
networks. In our approach, users are allowed to
purchase resources using an open market where
providers, such as ISP or NREN, advertise
resources and users bid for the resources. To
this aim, we introduce the configurable, carrier-
neutral resource exchange points (RXPs), which
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ABSTRACT
Recently, a number of new research initia-
tives, most notably UCLPv2 and GENI, have
promoted the dynamic partition of physical net-
work resources (infrastructure) as the means to
operate the network, and to implement new pro-
tocols and services. This has led to a number of
open issues such as resource discovery, imple-
mentation of resource partitioning, and the
aggregation of resources to create arbitrary net-
work topologies. To us, the key issue is the
design of a mechanism to trade, acquire, and
control network resources, given a choice of pro-
viders of physical resources (infrastructure pro-
viders). In this article we present an architecture
that allows physical resources to be traded, while
granting users controlled access to the acquired
resources via a policy enforcement mechanism.
In addition, it allows resource provider domains
to be linked via configurable, provider-neutral
resource exchange points that are the physical
resource equivalents of the pooling point, or
Internet Exchange Point (IXP). We demonstrate
how our trading system will operate by present-
ing a use case in which a network topology is
constructed using resources from multiple pro-
viders, be it Internet Service Providers (ISPs), or
National Research Experimental Network
(NREN) providers. The use case also shows how
a dynamic reconfiguration can be effected by the
customer though the use of simple access control
policies, without involving the provider.
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facilitate the trading of physical resources
between infrastructure providers and users. This
facility allows purchasing resources in advance
(effectively creating a “futures” market for
resources) as well as on the “spot” market. Users
can select from a range of offerings by various
resource providers to create network topologies
or simply end-to-end pipes piece-meal, or can
choose to purchase a complete package from a
single provider (or consortium of providers),
where available.
The article is organized as follows. We first
describe the architecture with the RXPs, which
includes a sample usage scenario and issues of
usage policies and access to the physical
resources. We address the resource trading,
including advance and on-the-fly reservation, as
well as a brief overview of the work related to
exchange points. We describe various compo-
nents of our resource trading prototype system,
along with an analysis of credentials processing.
Finally, we conclude the article.
ARCHITECTURE
Traditionally the role of network providers was
to move data through their network. The man-
agement of the network elements (NEs) was the
responsibility of the provider, while users who
are purchasing services would have a rather pas-
sive role akin to passengers in a train. Recent
trends in high-speed networking have been lead-
ing the way away from this model; efforts in
experimental networking, such as UCLP, have
shown that it is not only possible but desirable to
allow users direct access to the network infra-
structure (optical paths, parts of switches and
routers, etc.).
The operation of such a system poses a num-
ber of questions, such as:
• How can a physical infrastructure be trad-
ed?
• How do we allow users access to the config-
uration of the NEs while ensuring that they
are only allowed to perform approved
actions?
• How can such a framework be deployed in
an existing network (i.e., how do we handle
integration with the existing NEs)?
Our architecture addresses these questions.
We assume a number of network infrastructure
providers, offering different kind of resources
(Fig. 1). The environment in which our system is
expected to operate is extremely varied. For
example, some resource providers may offer
dark fiber, while others optical switches, or IP
routers, or more generally, a whole network
domain running a certain protocol stack, such as
Ipv6. There may be large number of nodes, pro-
viders, or consumers and arbitrary heterogeneity
of resources offered. In addition, and possibly
separately, specific protocols as well as services
may be offered, such as multiplayer gaming,
video, Ipsec, and VPN. Similarly, resource con-
sumers (users, or applications) will have differ-
ent and varied requirements (e.g., QoS, cost,
security, reliability). For the purposes of this
article we do not distinguish between “complex”
and “simple” users, that is, we do not distinguish
between the home user requesting a bandwidth
pipe for video-on-demand service, and a campus
network operator requesting a set of resources
n Figure 1. At the resource exchange point (RXP) infrastructure providers offer resources and customers
(users) bid for the resources.
Resource exchange point (RXP)
- Resource provider of origin (e.g., A, B)
- Target type of infrastructure (e.g., switch, port, IP router link)
- Transit and protocol adaptation service (e.g., IPv4, IPv6)
- Resource trading service (e.g., clearinghouse, resource offers)
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to run a “user-owned” network akin to UCLP.
We will in general assume that users will want to
minimize expenses, and maximize performance,
within specific time-frames. As for the resource
providers, we assume that their primary interest
is to maximize resource yields. In that way,
resource providers can benefit from efficient
resource utilization.
In this setting, which conceptually may not be
new, we now introduce the novel concept of
resource trading and argue that this functionality
can be best implemented at provider-neutral
RXPs. At the exchange point, infrastructure pro-
viders will offer their physical resources and
users will bid for the resources (Fig. 1). Users
eventually select a network topology, including
bandwidth, switching technology, and control
mechanism, possibly purchasing different pieces
of infrastructure from different providers. Vari-
ous QoS criteria may be considered for trading.
The configuration may involve “protocol adapta-
tion features” such as combination of the dis-
tributed and centralized routing control. The
flexibility and potential for low-cost configura-
tion is attained through the transparency of the
entire mechanism and the ease of collecting all
the relevant information about resources. Fur-
ther optimizations would be possible, such as the
case where resource providers allowed for full
visibility of resources, so that users could release
or sublet unused resources. In fact, the imple-
mentation of a RXP is not only concerned with
the network control and protocols in support of
resource trading, but it may also include a multi-
service switching node that provides additional
functions, such as topology discovery, routing
service, and dynamic service-level agreements
[4]. This is an equivalent of the concepts of the
Internet exchange point or pooling point [5], but
applied on physical network infrastructure.
USE CASE
To illustrate the way users can utilize exchange
points to create privately managed networks, let
us consider the following example of use. A
regional broadcaster (RB) would like to link all
its offices in the North East region of the United
States via an optical network. In Fig. 2 we see
the layout of the RB optical network (dotted
black lines) consisting of a number of intercity
optical links purchased from various network
providers linking RB’s points of presence (POPs,
indicated by solid black circles) in each city.
Each POP reaches the local RXP via a link
(solid black line) provided by a local network
provider. The POP contacts the RXP via User
Network Interface (UNI) signaling [6]. Our
model assumes the physical links have been pur-
chased and installed ahead of time. The dotted
lines shown in Fig. 2 indicate the desired topolo-
gy of the purchased network infrastructure (i.e.,
the connectivity graph that the RB wishes to cre-
ate), which may be implemented by connecting
the various RXPs via links from the three
provider networks (A, B, C). For example, start-
ing from the Baltimore POP, we can reach the
Philadelphia POP using any provider, but the
Philadelphia POP can reach the New York POP
only via providers A and C, since provider B
does not link with the New York XP. Providers
A, B, and C established their business relation-
ship over RXPs by implementing, for example,
External Network-Network Interface (E-NNI)
signaling at their interconnections.
Searching the offers made by the different
providers, we end up with a set of intercity links
described as <provider, source, destination, cost>
and a set of exchange ports described as <XP,
port, cost>. With this data on hand, we can run
our analysis to create a list of the desired
resources we wish to use for the implementation
of the new network. For the purposes of this dis-
cussion let us assume that provider A gives the
best offers, so we implement the optical network
using intercity links only from provider A. How-
ever, to provide a backup path, the RB can
reserve an additional intercity link between Bal-
timore and Philadelphia from provider B and
the corresponding ports on the two RXPs.
The layout is shown in Fig. 3. As we can see,
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n Figure 2. Assuming four cities (each with its own RXP) and three providers,
there are many ways we can we construct a new network infrastructure to link
POPs in all four cities.
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n Figure 3. By providing the end user controlled access to the switches within
the exchange points, we allow fast and efficient reconfiguration of user con-
trolled resources.
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the connections within the two RXPs are
arranged so as to use Path A (from provider A).
If there is a problem with that link, the RB can
switch to the back-up link via provider B by sim-
ply reconfiguring the port connections in the two
RXPs.
ON USAGE POLICY
The key characteristic of the presented use case
is that, since both the links and the resources
have been allocated to us, we have administra-
tive control over these resources and hence can
implement the change without contacting the
network providers or the managers of the RXPs;
instead, we simply send the appropriate recon-
figuration commands directly to the resources
(e.g., via UNI connecting to RXP). Some sys-
tems provide the same functionality via the net-
work management system of the provider, but
we believe that by handing over management of
the leased parts of the infrastructure to the cus-
tomer, we reduce the overhead (both in terms of
costs and delays). This implies that the customer
is able to use control-plane signaling not only to
establish connections, but also to send configura-
tion commands to the NEs directly, which in
turn poses the problem of authentication (who is
sending the command) and access control
(whether that entity is authorized to issue that
particular command).
We use the term policy to describe the actions
that can be taken by various actors (or princi-
pals) and require that any request made be con-
sistent with the policy that is currently active for
that particular equipment (referred to as net-
work element, or NE). Policy can be defined as
the commands that may be entered by a given
principal (i.e., by associating ASCII strings that
correspond to CLI commands with a particular
principal). However, since the syntax of the com-
mands may depend on the particular version of
software running on the element (e.g., IOS for
Cisco NEs), we need to express our policy in a
more abstract manner, so that it is independent
of platform-specific peculiarities. Policies are
evaluated at the point of policy enforcement,
which in our case is the resource or the NE we
are trying to control and, eventually, reconfigure.
Many existing NEs include Unix- or Linux-
based control processors, and these can be
adapted to include the policy-enforcement
framework within the NE itself. However, many
NEs cannot be adapted to our system so easily,
due to either memory limitations or proprietary
software. In such cases, the policy enforcement
can run on a single board control computer that
can be located next to the NE and communicate
with it via either a dedicated network port or via
a serial port. If a private network link can be set
up, the control computer can use control plane
signaling commands (e.g., UNI), SNMP or TL1
commands to configure the NE, or otherwise
command line interpreter (CLI) [6, 7]. Such con-
trol computers can be small in size (a couple of
square inches) and low cost (less than $400).
ACCESS CONTROL AT THE NE LEVEL
Our model allows the role of the network
provider to be redefined, where a network
provider can act as either infrastructure or ser-
vice provider or both, shifting more power and
flexibility to the end user. The key property of
our approach is that the policy credentials contain
the usage policy, that is, what can be done by the
entity that owns the key to the credential (and is,
thus, able to sign the requests authorized by the
credential). We apply this mechanism to the
control and management of any NE, thus allow-
ing the owner of the network infrastructure (net-
work provider) to create authorizing credentials
granting the customer limited access to some
NE. The customer may then send a signed con-
figuration request to that NE along with the net-
work provider credential directly to the NE. The
NE can determine whether the configuration
request is acceptable by comparing the request
against the policy contained in the credential.
The credential, in effect, completes a chain of
trust, linking the customer to the provider’s
piece of infrastructure (NE) via the network
provider (see the example shown in Fig. 4).
The benefit of this approach is that configu-
ration requests can be checked locally without
having to consult a global (centralized) database,
or having to go via the provider’s Network Man-
agement System (NMS). This approach is far
more scalable than the centralized approach,
while granting a lot of flexibility to the customer,
especially in cases where changes in the configu-
ration need to be made at short notice (e.g., to
compensate for unforeseen circumstances or
some network disruption). As such, it can be
easily implemented in the exiting control-plane
frameworks, such as GMPLS, and the RSVP-TE
protocol within.
A key characteristic of our architecture is that
customers acquire limited control of providers’
infrastructure. They are given the ability to
instruct NEs to perform specific tasks, such as
“connect two ports of an switch forming a path
through that switch.” The customer is allowed to
carry out any desired command, provided it is
allowed by the acquired capability. In the exam-
ple above, we discussed how an optical switch
n Figure 4. Credentials (left) form a chain of trust (right) from Alice to the net-
work element via the network infrastructure provider. This allows Alice to sub-
mit configuration commands directly to the NE, provided they comply with the
policy defined by the network provider.
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could be reconfigured to divert traffic from a
primary link to a secondary without the interven-
tion of the owner of the equipment. This is made
possible by the fact that the offer credentials
contain the actual policy directives that will be
used to vet the instructions provided by the cus-
tomer. This is similar to what has been shown
for IPSEC VPN where policy credentials can be
used to convey VPN configuration information
to VPN gateways construction [8].
RESOURCE TRADING
Under our system, network providers post their
available resources on notice-boards hosted by
various participating sites. The system can
accommodate one or more such sites, since they
merely announce the offers. Apart from that, the
notice-board is not involved in the actual
resource reservation. The postings are in the
form of credentials that describe the identity of
the resource provider and promise to abide by a
set of service specifications which may be pro-
cessor resources, storage, a path between two
points in the provider’s network, and so on. The
credential may also contain the time period that
the offer is valid (which may be different from
the expiration of the credential), the price of the
concession, and additional information related
to the resource provider. For example, in the
case of network segments, this can be the path
that should be taken between two points. While
offer credentials are signed by the resource
provider who issues them, the user can have a
contract (legal) relationship to either the RXPs,
or infrastructure providers directly (e.g., ISP).
Users contact one or more notice boards to col-
lect offers. For complex tasks, an end-user may
need to combine multiple offers.
In an environment with a single notice board,
the end-user can issue queries to get lists of
offers matching user’s requirements. If there are
many notice boards, the end-user may employ
various strategies such as dispatching an intelli-
gent agent to collect the offers and come back
with a recommendation that meets preassigned
constraints (price, reliability of the provider,
etc.), query each notice board independently, or
use a meta-search engine [9]. At the end of the
search, the end-user will hold one or more offer
credentials that describe the desired resources
and related specifications. At this point, the end-
user has not actually purchased the resources. In
order to issue payment and reserve the
resources, a number of steps have to be taken.
The end-user contacts a host offering a resource
(we call such a host a resource holder or RH)
and activates the reservation protocol, for exam-
ple, via specific extensions of UNI. The RH
issues a challenge, which is then returned signed
by the end-user. This response also contains the
offer credentials collected by the end-user and a
credit-worthiness credential issued by the end-
user’s credit institution. This exchange accom-
plishes the following:
• Identifies the end-user (the key that has
signed the RH challenge)
• Provides proof of good standing
• Limits payment only to the offer credentials
provided
• Can be used only for that particular transac-
tion, since it depends on the challenge
issued by the RH
Our system allows individual resources to be
reserved separately, regardless of whether they
exist within a single or multiple provider
domains. In general, however, there is no need
for the provider’s offers to match exactly the
requirements of the end-user. For example, if
user Alice requires a GigE link from Atlanta to
Dublin, she may use an offer for a OC-48 con-
nection, but purchase only 1 Gb/s. Alternatively,
Alice may purchase the entire block and resell
the portion that she does not need (by posting
an offer on an RXP site). On the other hand, if
Alice is allowed to resell the portion of OC-48 in
one domain, this may not be the case in another
domain. The providers in every domain may
include clauses in their offer credentials allow-
ing, or prohibiting, such unbundling. The flexi-
bility of the policy language used in RXP allows
many such special considerations to be encoded
within the offer credentials. The advantage of
having these restrictions expressed as policy is
that they can be used directly by the provider’s
infrastructure without any need for conversion.
Moreover, the end-user cannot alter these
restrictions, since they are an integral part of the
credential (and are protected by the resource
provider’s digital signature on the offer creden-
tials).
ADVANCE VS. ON-THE-FLY
RESOURCE RESERVATION
On-the-fly (or just-in-time) resource reservations
occur just before the resource is required. In
contrast, advance reservations book resources
well before they are used. In the case of on-the-
fly reservations, the user collects the offers and
proceeds to access the resources in short order,
because the offers are effective immediately and
have a short lifetime. There is no need to negoti-
ate with the resource provider before accessing
the resources. In the case of advance reserva-
tions the situation is different and more com-
plex, since the providers need to know which
offers will be exercised to plan their resource
allocation. Once the end-user collects the offers,
a notional reservation negotiation will be initiat-
ed. From the end-user perspective, the process is
identical to an immediate reservation, but no
resources are actually allocated. The resource
providers involved note the reservations and
issue receipt credentials to the user. Under pay-
per-use schemes, payment is made at this time
because the providers commit themselves to
make the paid resources available at the request-
ed time frame. In other words, the receipts serve
as service-level agreements (SLAs). The receipt
credentials are then used in the same manner as
the offer credential was used in the on-the-fly
scenario. When the resources are actually
required, the end-user initiates a reservation
negotiation, but sends only the reservation cre-
dential (instead of the offer and payment cre-
dentials). The allocation of reserved resources is
handled in the same way as in the earlier case.
Most large-scale experimental networks today do
not support advance reservations, on the assump-
Under our system,
network providers
post their available
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notice-boards hosted
by various 
participating sites.
The system can
accommodate one
or more such sites,
since they merely
announce the offers.
Apart from that, the
notice-board is not
involved in the actual
resource reservation.
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tion that supply will outstrip demand in the near
future. Our framework supports both types of
infrastructure creation (advance and on-demand)
leaving such decisions to the providers and users.
CONNECTING USERS WITH
INFRASTRUCTURE PROVIDERS
The requirement that end-users should be able
to reserve resources from multiple providers
without having to register with them implies that
the system includes an entity that is trusted by
everybody involved (usually referred to as a
trusted third party, or TTP). Our model includes
one or more credit institutions (CIs) that would
normally handle payments from users to pro-
viders. In cases where we have collaborative
sharing, the CI is still there, but the transactions
need not involve real money. The CI issues users
with credentials expressing their credit-worthi-
ness (called credit-worthiness credentials or
CWCS, see below), in other words, how much
the user is allowed to spend. A credit-worthiness
credential (CWC) is signed by a CI and associ-
ates a user key with a spending amount. Users
are expected to supply a CWC with their reser-
vation requests, thus providing the holder of the
resource with the means to establish that the
request is valid and that payment will be made.
Thus, the CI establishes a connection of trust
between users and resource providers. Like the
offer notice boards, there is no requirement to
have a single CI. It is, however, important that
the resource providers have a way of confirming
the keys of the various CIs. This is because the
CWCs issued by the CIs to their customers will
have to be verified by each provider. If a
provider cannot verify a CWC, then it may be
fake; trusting it may result in the equivalent of a
bounced check.
EXCHANGE POINTS REVISITED
In the current Internet, the Internet exchange
(IX) performs managed interconnections of
every autonomous system (AS). Whereas one
AS advertises its local routes to the others, the
dynamically changing price of reachability (“trad-
ing”) cannot be established at IXs. In [10], a
framework has been proposed that addresses the
issue of optimal location of peer points for data
exchange between ASs. We believe that this
framework can be combined with the resource
trading architecture proposed here, since the
peering objective proposed in [10] was to mini-
mize the cost of peering. Most recently, a few
networks around the globe, such as KAREN
(the Kiwi Advanced Research Education Net-
work), BCnet, Amsterdam Internet Exchange
(A-IX), and FirstMile, promoted the use of con-
cept of carrier-neutral “peering exchanges” [11].
Some of them are interconnecting more than
200+ ISPs per exchange point, with the claim
that “all data packets were created equal,” or
ISP-neutral.
In mobile networks, the concept of the
resource exchange is implemented in the so-
called GRX exchange points [12]. At every
GRX, providers can dynamically negotiate
resource exchange. For example, if one mobile
provider lacks capacity, it can request its peer at
GRX to provide it. As such, GRX plays the cru-
cial role not only for users’ roaming, but also for
the proliferation of the new service providers
that can provide service without owning any
infrastructure network.
In the optical domain, the “distributed
exchange” concept based on the optical BGP
[13] has been first proposed in the CA*net4
research network. In the CA*net4, users create
their own network by using the UCLP tool that
allows for automatic interconnection of user-
owned, dark fiber network with the optical core
of the CA*net4 network. The optical core acts as
a reconfigurable distributed exchange point for
resource reservation; every cross-connect acts an
infrastructure exchange point (“distributed”).
When one ISP (or user) wants to establish a
direct peering session, an IP BGP session is initi-
ated and the lightpath is established under full
control of the user. In addition to lightpaths,
users can also allocate other resources such as
optical switches or their partitions.
The GMPLS-based optical exchange architec-
ture (GMPLS-XP) was first proposed in [4],
where the architectural difference between the
GMPLS-XP and multiple UNI was discussed
and evaluated. The optical exchange points were
then implemented by the mechanisms of the
optical control plane and demonstrated in [14].
Exchange points have been also proposed for
the MPLS networks [15]. In Grid computing, sig-
nificant efforts have been made to advance the
issues of economics in computation; however,
the network as a Grid resource has not been
considered for trading as yet [16].
What is still missing in the current, related
research is a network architecture that can sup-
port generic multiprovider trading of the net-
work infrastructure and its pieces, with selective
capabilities of users to control the NEs physical-
ly, which can bring benefits to both resource
providers and consumers. 
PROOF OF CONCEPT
We created a proof-of-concept test setup to
demonstrate the sample scenario discussed in
the beginning of the Architecture section above.
The two objectives that drove the basic imple-
mentation were the need to:
• Determine the cost and latency imposed by
the credential evaluation
• Allow us to investigate how the command
structure of a network element can be
mapped into a the credential-based frame-
work
First, latency in the execution of commands is
crucial to the use of the system in an environ-
ment where rapid reconfiguration is required in
order to minimize service disruption. Our con-
cern was that as the chain of credentials increas-
es, so too does the cost of evaluating a request
in terms of computing resources. This, in turn,
delays the execution of the command itself (i.e.,
the access control overhead is added to the com-
mand execution overhead). Later in this section
we include measurements that demonstrate that
techniques such as credential caching have sub-
stantially reduced overheads.
What is still missing
in the current, 
related research is a
network architecture
that can support
generic multiprovider
trading of the net-
work infrastructure
and its pieces, with
selective capabilities
of users to control
the NEs physically,
which can bring
benefits to both
resource providers
and consumers.
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With this basic prototype, we plan to move
up and integrate this architecture to a more
complex network control and management plat-
form in collaboration with the UCLPv2 team at
the University of Quebec in Montreal (UQAM).
First, we plan to include the demonstration of
the RXP architecture in presence of multiple
network infrastructures. Another important
experimentation will be to analyze the side-
effects, which can interfere with parts of the NE
that are not under the control of the supplied
credentials. Note that the specific implementa-
tion of the user-network interface or standard
network management interface is out of scope
here. The goal of our joint effort with UQAM
team will be to experiment with the UCLPv2
mechanisms for admission, authentication, and
access control with the credential-based system
presented in this article.
The proof-of-concept prototype described
here is based on a managed Ethernet switch,
which supports VLANs. We used this switch
because it was available and easy to integrate
with our controller platform, and its command
interface was well known. In this prototype, if we
wish to link port 12 of the switch to port 88, we
create a VLAN which includes only ports 12 and
88. The software architecture of the controller is
shown in Fig. 5, while the switch and associated
controller are shown in Fig. 6.
We assume that the switch receives com-
mands only via the controller. Configuration
requests and the appropriate authorization cre-
dentials are sent to the controller (step 1 in Fig.
5), which then uses the Keynote policy engine to
determine whether the request should be carried
out (step 2). Finally, assuming that the request is
acceptable, the controller passes the command
to the NE via the console interface (step 3).
While for the purposes of the prototype we had
to use an external computer (essentially an
embedded version of a standard PC), we envis-
age that this functionality will eventually be inte-
grated in the management software of the NE
(the Ethernet switch in this case), thus removing
the need for the external controller.
The credential illustrated below (expressed in
the Keynote policy definition language, RFC-
2704) has been issued by the network provider
(NP_KEY) to Alice (ALICE_KEY) allowing her to
send to network element 1234 “set vlan”
commands involving ports 12, 35, or 88 (note
that the keys have been truncated to reduce clut-
ter). In the case of the use case described in the
Architecture section, the network provider can
give Alice a similar credential to allow her to
n Figure 5. The software architecture of the controller in the prototype system.
Built-in
policy
Policy engine
(KeyNote)
Credential processing
system
Runtime environment
(OpenBSD 3.8)
Controller platform
From: Alice
To: NE-12
Set port=12,
status=up...
From: Net provider
To: Alice
Allow Alice to
configure ports 12,
35, 88 on NE-12
Switch
3 Controller relayscommand to the switch
1 The command andcerdential(s) are
sent to the controller
2 The controller determines whether the command isauthorised by the credential(s) and the built-in policy
n Table 1. Cost of processing requests vs. number of credentials used.
Number of
credentials
Total time with
policy evalua-
tion (ms)
Total time without
policy evaluation
(ms)
Average time
difference (ms)
3 2793.14 248.96 2544.18
4 3479.87 261.30 3218.57
5 4753.54 304.14 4449.40
6 5518.06 321.46 5196.60
7 6721.52 337.72 6383.80
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reconfigure the right-hand NE to use the alter-
nate path via provider B. A detailed description
of the protocol and the structure of the creden-
tials may be found in [17].
Keynote-Version: 2
Local-Constants:
ALICE KEY = “rsa-base64:MCgCIQ…
NP_KEY = “rsa-base64:MIGJAo…”
Authorizer: NP_KEY
Licensees: ALICE KEY
Conditions: app domain == “Resource-XP”
&& date < “20060924”
&& command == “set vlan”
&& &element == 1234
&& (&port == 12 || &port == 35 || &port
== 88) -> “true”;
Signature: “sig-rsa-sha1-base64:QU6SZ…”
The dominant cost of this scheme is that of
authentication and authorization, that is, the
evaluation of the credentials to determine
whether the request is consistent with the policy.
While in the examples shown above we demon-
strate requests involving two parties, this is not
always the case. For example, a provider may
resell resources leased from another provider, or
a user may sublet resources to other users. For
this reason, NEs may receive requests containing
chains of two or more credentials and hence
expend more computational power in order to
evaluate them. Table 1 shows how the addition
of credentials affects the overall processing of
requests (the numbers originated from tests run
on a Dell PowerEdge 1550 and represent aver-
age times over 100 trials). We show the time
taken to process requests which include three to
seven credentials with the policy engine active
(column 2) and with the policy engine replaced
with a routine that always returns true (column
3). The difference between the two measure-
ments (column 4) shows the cost of credential
evaluation, which is significant. The request pro-
cessing time increases even if the policy engine is
disabled because the system must still parse and
process the larger requests.
Even though these operations are relatively
expensive, the impact of the overhead is mini-
mal, since:
• Such operations occur only when a reconfig-
uration is desired (e.g., switching to a back-
up link, modifying some parameter in the
NE such as traffic shaping, etc.)
• The cost is distributed among the NEs, so
that if a new network configuration affects
n NEs, the total time for the operation is
that of the slowest NE
• The number of credentials in a chain
depends on the parties involved (i.e., the
number of “middlemen” in the transaction),
so it is unlikely to be higher than four or
five
CONCLUSION
We have presented one of the first approaches
to trading of physical network resources, which
includes not only a multiprovider infrastructure
setup, but it also supports resource management
which allows users to access network elements
(NEs) based on credentials that contain the
usage policy. Our experiments demonstrate the
ability to dynamically lease resources based on
their quality, cost, and availability according to
user requirements and expectations. Moreover,
our framework foresees the free-market trading
of resources between multiple parties without
previous agreement or sharing of authentication
information. Authorization is handled in a dis-
tributed manner at the level of the physical NEs,
including fibers, links, switches, and routers.
In this article we have assumed that all infra-
structure providers are interested in exploiting
the opportunities of opening up their infrastruc-
tures as well as in profiting from the economic
benefits of trading. For this development to hap-
pen, network providers (ISPs) need to have an
economic incentive, and we believe that this
incentive will both emerge with the user’s desire
for universal connectivity and the providers’
desire to return their investments in the infra-
structure, if portions of it are underutilized for a
manageable period of time. While we are aware
that the implementation of that vision carries
challenges not entirely technical in nature, we
believe that this development will happen and
will soon become relevant not only in experi-
mental networks, but also commercially.
We believe that the use of the infrastructure
trading paradigm is essential for pushing net-
works into the next phase of evolution, towards
the truly globally available connectivity of the
21st century.
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